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‘Celebrating World Science Day’  

Tuesday, 5 November 2019, UNESCO Regional Biotechnology Centre, New Delhi 

  

Address by Mr Eric Falt 

Director and UNESCO Representative for India, Bhutan, Maldives and Sri Lanka 

 

 

Prof Vrati,  

Representatives from the Government of India,  

Colleagues from the RCB, 

Participants in the various science competitions, 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

 

It is a pleasure to be here at RCB once again today. Each time I come here, this campus 

has grown, and the progress made in 5 years since the campus was started, is truly 

remarkable. In view of the planned visit of the UNESCO Director-General next year, I 

sincerely hope that she can also visit this UNESCO category 2 centre. 

Today we are here to celebrate world science day for peace and development. At the 

same time, we celebrate individual and team achievements in promoting science, notably 

teams of young scientists who have come up with innovative solutions to address specific 

SDGs. 

It is not a coincidence that the two events are held together.  

When UNESCO was created in 1945, a late decision was made to include Science in our 

mandate. This was because with the industrial revolution and 2 world wars came a 

growing realization that science was capable of great contributions but that it also comes 

with great responsibility and indeed risks for humankind. 

Today that mix of optimism and caution is more relevant than ever. We have been able 

to develop worldwide computer and communication networks, fast transport that takes us 

across the world in a few hours. We even go to other planets. We analyze and modify our 

own genes, replace human organs, develop vaccines and antibiotics, we even design 

machines that are able to learn.  

But we have also managed to have such an impact on the planet that we actually 

succeeded in destabilizing the climate. We have one million – one million! – plant and 

animal species that are threatened with extinction from our technology-driven expansion. 
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And we develop ever more effective weapons of mass destruction… And of course I don’t 

have to mention the pollution that we cause… 

Dear friends 

The theme for this year’s world science day is “Open science, leaving no one behind”. In 

today’s global society, opportunities for access to scientific knowledge are also greater 

than ever, but so is the risk that there is a larger gap between those who have the means 

to gain access, and those who don’t.  

The open science movement that UNESCO promotes, includes our own internal practice 

of open access to UNESCO’s publications, advocacy for global access to scientific 

research articles, and generally for platforms and approaches making it easier for 

everyone to publish and communicate scientific knowledge.  

Additionally, other ways should make science more transparent and accessible during 

the research process. This includes open notebook science where primary data is 

immediately made available online, citizen science where non-scientists participate in 

research, and related aspects of open source software and crowdfunded research 

projects. 

It is more important than ever to promote responsible science. Science that solves 

problems without creating new ones. Science that can create conditions for a sustainable 

planet. Science with results that are openly and equitably available for everyone. So that 

indeed we do not leave anyone behind. 

It is therefore encouraging to see many young women and men interested in science here 

today, and looking for ways that science can be a tool for peace and sustainable 

development. 

It is a serious topic, but today we are here first of all to celebrate. So let us enjoy the kind 

hospitality of the RCB and have a joyful day celebrating science. 

Thank you. 


